Recommendation Number and Name (21CP) – Response to City Manager and Chief of Police
2021_5_12 ‐ 21CP Recommendation Current State and Next Steps LPC Review6‐2‐2021

Below are the Community/CPAC inputs regarding the 64 recommendations, and split out to the CPAC
review category. Out of well over 55 invitations for comment sent to groups, people and organizations,
there have been 4 responses. In the email are two documents, one from a community member with
line items I could not match with this document, and another from a CPAC member focusing on Use of
Force themes that came in.
The document has not been revised for spellcheck and represents responses in the form in which they
came.
This is a signal moment in time where the policies of the Tacoma Police Department will at least have to
be updated to reflect changes in the law, but also, in a process that will go on as transformational Heal
the Heart revises community and Executive expectations for policy.
Thank you for your patience and invitation
Stephen Hagberg
Chair, Tacoma Community’s Police Advisory Committee

4: TPD should revise its use of force policies to make clearer to officers when force is and is not
authorized.
‐
‐
‐

‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Its not juts Militarization it a culture and historical problem that also centers on institutional
racism and disparity in policing. Until that is addressed nothing will change, That incorporates
recruitment of people of color to attract them to Law Enforcement work from their own
communities they live in.
Language should reflect more than militarization for communities of color

5: TPD’s Use of Force Policy should better define and explain the requirement that force be used only
when necessary.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
De‐escalation should be first and foremost stressed before any use of force training is delivered
to TPD officers.
This should be stressed repeatedly
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6: TPD should revise and expand its treatment of deescalation in its Use of Force Policy.
‐
‐
‐

‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
The history of the second phase pf policing must and have a complete history of the second
phase of policing in this country “slave patrols” Without this and continued to ignore this
historical factor, will only continue to get the same results.
Yes. Much more exhaustive and extensive list of de‐escalation strategies and highlighting that
use of force is a last resort only when a threat of imminent

7: Consistent with the concepts of de‐escalation and necessity, TPD should consider expressly requiring
that officers exhaust all other means reasonably available to them under the circumstances before using
deadly force.
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Reasonably available is key

8: TPD policy should require that officers provide verbal warnings to subjects before using any type of
force when feasible under the circumstances.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
When feasible is key
Will be there a script with examples and non‐examples of verbal warnings?

9: TPD policy should expressly address the concept of proportionality and specifically indicate that all
force must be proportional to the nature of the threat that a subject poses under the circumstances.
‐
‐
‐

Proportional is problematic.
Use of the least amount of lawful force to accomplish the lawful objective might be better
And that even if use of force is available at that level, it doesn’t HAVE to be used. The current
UOF policy

10: TPD should substantially revise its treatment of the core concept of “objective reasonableness.”
‐
‐

Agreed, but revise to what.
A discussion/listening session might be informative

11: TPD policy should explain that force may be used only to help serve a lawful purpose.
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Should acknowledge the impact an aversive intervention may have on an individual, that “flight
or fight” will be triggered. Acknowledging and preparing may help decrease the likelihood that
officers will respond with emotion.
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12: TPD policy should specifically prohibit various problematic types of force: See Report for list
‐

At a minimum, the list of Police Tactics law changes 2021 session. Other cited UoF evaluated
independently

13: TPD should consider having policies, or at least policy sections, that specifically and separately
address any and all less‐lethal instruments or techniques that it authorizes.
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”

14: TPD’s Use of Force Policy should include much more specific guidance to officers on the use of
Tasers (CEWs).
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”

15: TPD’s policies, procedures, and training should expressly require a medical‐based response when
officers encounter individuals believed to be experiencing "excited delerium."
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Best to speak specifically about any encounter with an altered state of mind or ability regardless
of suspected cause
This is only used by Police Agencies to justify the death of ‘Black Males” in custody. This is a
disease, but police have used it to justify their behavior toward African American Males
reference Manny Ellis and others.
Should expand this to other mental‐health related concerns/calls.

16: TPD’s general use of force policy and its specific firearms policy should better address issues
involving exhibiting and pointing firearms.
‐
‐

For discussion. 2021 session law expands the state use of force database to include pointing a
weapon as reportable.
I don’t know what best practices there are out there. There is a balance to be achieved; I just
don’t know where

17: TPD’s Use of Force policy should include provisions that better ensure the safety of other officers
and bystanders when officers use firearms.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Can’t recall too many blue on blue or blue on green hits. Not a bad idea to reinforce safe
use/safe backstop when feasible
Address that bystanders and others may record, they are legally allowed to, etc.
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18: TPD policy should eliminate reference to certain “enforcement electives” as “use of force” responses
or tools, including “search techniques, “opposite sex searches,” “frisk techniques,” and “transport
controls” – all of which refer to various enforcement‐related concepts that are separate, and distinct,
from use of force considerations.
‐

Agreed. Use of Force is being defined in far more detail. Could be listed as other procedures
related to detained and arrested persons.

19: TPD should more concretely articulate a requirement that officers must render and/or request
medical assistance when necessary after force is used.
‐

TPD is doing a good job with this to the best of my knowledge; generally proactive. Practically a
repeat of the ‘excited delerium’ item above. Item 15

20: TPD policy should impose a duty on officers to intervene when they observe other officers running a
reasonable risk of violating the Department’s use of force policy .
‐
‐
‐

No question
Also a law coming out of Legislature this session. State policy in line with the law
This intervention looks like?

21: TPD policy should ensure that officers report potential misconduct related to force to Internal Affairs
and/or a supervisor.
‐
‐

A corollary to item 20
Consequences if not reported?

22: TPD policy should require that officers report any and all uses of force by providing a detailed use of
force narrative and key data. Officers on the scene or responding to incidents where force is used, but
who do not themselves use force, should file a force report regarding the incident in all instances.
‐
‐

Will be law in July. Only question is if use of force reports need to exceed the scope of the law
as written. Keeping in mind Item 18 where UoF is more narrowly defined.
Body Cam Footage and any officer on scene should provide body cam footage as well

23: TPD policy should better outline what officers must describe and articulate in narratives regarding
the use of force.
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Template that addresses all components of this? Different incident report than typical ones.

24: TPD should review and/or investigate all uses of force, regardless of type or severity. Specific
procedures and guidelines should be articulated for the conduct of post‐force investigation and review.
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‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
A decision will have to be made as to whether TPD will publish its own statistics or refer
inquiries to the State UoF database. Or maintain a separate query in Results253

25: TPD should ensure that its annual use of force training is sufficient in quantity and scope to allow a
focus on use of force decision‐making and deescalation strategies.
‐
‐
‐

Agreed. Emphasis on Continuous Improvement and passing on best practices learned over the
previous year.
I would start out with training in de‐escalation first as priority before any level of use of force
can be used
Interactive, changing each year, up‐to‐date scenarios

26: To the extent that regular, dynamic use of force skills and decision‐making training requires
additional resources or training personnel, the City and TPD should consider prioritizing this type of
professional development.
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”

27: TPD should require that officers obtain supervisor approval immediately after initiating a pursuit .
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

Already in practice, probably rewording in the policy document.
Also, it would not hurt to put statistics out on pursuits terminated and those not started in cases
where a pursuit is normal. And statistics on % of resolutions that happen after the pursuit is not
done. (Catch the bad guy after)
There should be clear guidelines established about pursuit. Ideally there should be no pursuit
and if so under what specific policy will that occur?
BWC mentioned in this policy?

28: TPD policy should expressly provide that no officer or supervisor will be disciplined for failing to
initiate a pursuit or for terminating a pursuit.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
“Just do it”
Not sure that’s been a problem, but sure.
If there are clear policies defining such this would not happen Pursuits should be defined under
what circumstances and when there is a clear and or present danger to civilians pursuit must
end and other tools should be implemented

29: TPD should clarify that its policies relating to bias and discrimination, including prohibited conduct,
apply with equal force while working on‐duty during a City shift, during secondary employment, and
while off‐duty .
‐

Paper change, bring policy into alignment with best practices
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‐
‐
‐

‐

“Just do it”
With a separate social media policy that respects free speech.
No TPD officer should be reacting to an individual right to free speech. No TPD officer should be
allowed to post Racist remarks on social media in uniform or off duty . Police officers have a
duty to carry their role 24 7. If they cannot then they should re‐assess their profession.
Training should be implemented by non TPD staff

32: TPD should substantially revise and expand its current policy manual to address, in detail, the
conduct of stops, searches, and arrests.
‐
‐

‐
‐

No harm. Recommend that it’s not so detailed as to compromise TTPs crucial to policing on the
street.
Agreed strongly suggest TPD not only revise but strengthen their training how to conduct
themselves when stopping BIPOC. Why are black men and people of color disproportionally
stopped more than white nation wide? Its about clear policies and behavior that is less
controlling, intimidating. DWB is real.
CPAC should review this policy as well.
Ensure BWC is in here.

33: TPD should provide detailed training on nonvoluntary encounters between police and members of
the public – including stops, searches, and arrests.
‐

‐
‐

CPAC may want to review this. Best practices would be a source, but this is fairly high level. A
detailed policy in the document but the Training department for the specifics. A separate high
level procedure document may be necessary to avoid cluttering policy document with
extraneous info.
What to expect if you are detained/arrested/stopped… Wouldn’t hurt and well within best
practices.

‐
Must be clearly defined these stops always consistently result in use of force for minor offneses
and TPD needs to learn respectful behavior when confronting and or stopping BIPOC especially
black males”
34: TPD officers should be required to document and provide information about all non‐voluntary
interactions. To enhance officer safety, expand the quality of supervision, and to provide meaningful
opportunities for the department to understand its overall performance, TPD policy should articulate
clear requirements for supervisory review and aggregate analysis of overall trends regarding stops,
searches, and arrests.
‐

No problem with the concept. Appears to be a local database which would have elements
included in the mandated State database. This goes way down into detail. Not bad, sure,
metrics and publishing statistics.

‐
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‐
‐
‐
‐

When it comes to questions on race/ethnicity, some people are uncomfortable or put off by
being asked. A check box indicating a desire not to respond should be one category.
Again this is the history of policing and how slave patrols have been consistent in the history of
policing through out its history.
BWC, components of encounter documentation, etc.
Laws are enforced without racial bias ‐ This should be included on many other action item lines
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